“It’s important to realize that, as with checkups, mortality is not the only outcome that matters,” Aaron Carroll, MD, MS, vice chair for health policy and outcomes research in the Indiana University School of Medicine’s pediatrics department, wrote recently in the JAMA Forum about the screening review (http://bit.ly/IArjz33). “Trying to improve quality of life or reduce morbidity are also important outcomes.”

Out of the Clinic and into the Community
Although the physician-patient encounter should be the centerpiece for the delivery of preventive services, Shenson said, “clinicians are focused on their patient panels and do not feel that their role is a public health role. We need to bridge that gap.”

The best way to do that? “Getting out to where people are in their daily life,” said Kathryn Kietzman, PhD, MSW, a University of California, Los Angeles, research scientist who directs the ongoing Community Health Innovations in Prevention for Seniors (CHIPS) project, funded by the CDC. “If somebody’s already thinking about prevention by going into the pharmacy to get a flu shot, that’s a great opportunity to tap into the mindset of that individual.” For example, besides administering a flu shot, the pharmacist could ask whether the customer has been screened for colorectal cancer, Kietzman noted.

A program in San Francisco did just that, according to a recent CHIPS report (Policy Brief UCLA Cent Health Policy Res. 2014;[PB2014–6]:1–8). The program sought to promote colorectal cancer screening among people recruited at flu immunization clinics in select pharmacies. It compared providing home screening kits with only providing education about colorectal cancer screening and found that the former was more effective in raising screening rates (Potter MB et al. J Am Pharm Assoc. 2010;50[2]:181–187).

Another of the many programs described in the CHIPS report is one that enlists black women who’ve had breast and cervical cancer to bear witness at their churches about the importance of screening and refers women to low-cost mammography and cervical cancer screening (Erwin DO et al. Cancer Control. 2003;10[5 suppl]:13–21). Launched in rural Arkansas more than 20 years ago, the Witness Project is now a national nonprofit with 18 active sites, said co-founder Deborah Erwin, PhD, director of the office of cancer health disparities research at the Roswell Park Cancer Institute.

A third program mentioned in the CHIPS report is Vote and Vax, one of the biggest projects of Sickness Prevention Achieved Through Regional Collaboration (SPARC), a Connecticut-based nonprofit agency working on expanding the population-wide use of preventive care (http://bit.ly/I7yGdJ).

Vote and Vax, funded by the CDC, partnered with local pharmacies around the country to administer flu vaccine, for a fee. Some of the vaccination clinics were adjacent to the polls, while others were in nearby pharmacies.

Because it falls in November, Election Day is the perfect time to immunize people against the flu, Shenson noted. Besides 2012, Vote and Vax also operated during elections in multiple states in 2004, 2006, 2008, and 2010, taking 2014 off to analyze the data it had collected, Shenson said.

“We are definitely hoping to be active in 2016,” he said. “We’re now ramping up our search for funding.”

Shenson sees no reason to stop at flu shots. Vote and Vax also could offer pneumococcal vaccination and the opportunity for voters to make appointments for screening tests.

“I’m not diminishing the role of the doctor-patient connection within the clinician’s office,” Shenson said. But he said, “we will not protect everyone as best we can if we rely exclusively on that model.”

The JAMA Forum
Payment Reform Is About to Become a Reality

David M. Cutler, PhD

The US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) continues to take major steps toward transforming the payment system for Medicare. After hinting about a new payment reform plan in September (http://bit.ly/17cQ2mz), HHS Secretary Sylvia Mathews Burwell put out more specifics in late January.

Secretary Burwell’s proposal calls for 30% of Medicare payments to be based on non-fee-for-service models by the end of 2016, and 50% to be so by the end of 2018 (http://bit.ly/15LuMEh). By comparison, such payments did not exist in 2011 and account for about 20% of Medicare payments today. In addition, the Secretary intends to have 85% of Medicare fee-for-service payments tied to quality or value in some fashion by the end of 2016.

Make no mistake: this is major news. Medicare is the largest health care purchaser in the country, so these changes matter a lot. In addition, many private insurers that have been hesitant about payment reform are likely to follow Medicare’s lead. Payment reform is about to become a reality.

Cautious Reactions
Secretary Burwell did not announce specifics about new payment models. This lack of specificity may explain the cautious reaction of professional societies to the news. The president of the American Medical Association, Robert M. Wah, MD, stated
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Hard Work Needed

Although cost savings from payment reform are possible, they are not automatic. Indeed, achieving cost savings requires hard work from physicians, nurses, and other care providers. Consider the example of a bundled payment for an episode of care, such as for joint replacement. Under such a system, hospitals and physicians can save money by standardizing order sets, using such standardization to bargain for lower costs from suppliers, preventing infections or unnecessary readmissions, and discharging patients to less-intensive settings (if warranted).

Clearly, hospitals and clinicians will need sophisticated information systems to take maximum advantage of these opportunities. Equally important are personal interactions. Surgeons need to work carefully with nurses and discharge planners to ensure a smooth flow of patients throughout the care experience. And finally, such innovation may require changes in how physicians are compensated. If health systems are no longer paid for certain services, payment methods might have to change.

Innovation already has a Bundled Payment for Care Improvement demonstration program (http://1.usa.gov/11e2Dbc). One straightforward reform would be to extend the programs there into a mandatory, nationwide program.

Third, HHS can tie more of its fee-for-service payments to quality indicators. Some of the quality programs enacted to date have been very successful. For example, the readmission rate in the Medicare population has declined by 8% in the 2 years since the readmission penalty was implemented. Similarly, hospital-acquired infections are down by as much as 50% in the past few years, at least partly because of nonpayment by Medicare and private insurers. Most of these value-based payments are on the hospital side. An obvious extension would be to make quality a condition for physician reimbursement as well.
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